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that, though one may have to write of such nastinesses as
whale-oil and blubber, one's thoughts fly off naturally to
higher things:
[The history of Spitzbergen] resolved itself into a struggle, firstly, for
life; secondly, for the gratification of the lust which drove folk thither;
the said lust being a lust for whale-oil, for 'the sovereign'st thing on
earth for an inward bruise', or, in some cases, for the uncleanly blubber
of the whale.—Speaker.
15. ALLUSION
A writer who abounds in literary allusions necessarily
appeals to a small audience, to those acquainted with about
the same set of books as himself; they like his allusions, others
dislike them. Writers should decide whether it is not wise to
make their allusions explain themselves. In the first two in-
stances quoted, though the reader who knows the original
context has a slight additional pleasure, any one can see what
the point is. In the last two, those who have not the honour
of the wetnurse's and Rosamund's acquaintance feel that the
author and the other readers with whom he is talking aside
are guilty of bad manners.
The select academy, into whose sacred precincts the audacious
Becky Sharp flung back her leaving present of the 'Dixonary', survives
here and there, but with a different curriculum and a much higher
standard of efficiency.—Times.
Why can't they stay quietly at home till they marry, instead of
trying to earn their living by unfeminine occupations? So croaks
Mrs. Partington, twirling her mop; but the tide conies on.—Times.
Sir,—Were it not for M. KokovtsofFs tetchiness in the matter of
metaphors, I should feel inclined to see in his protest against rny
estimates of the decline in the Russian gold reserve and of the increase
of the note issue a variant of the classic excuse of Mrs. Easy's wetnurse
for the unlawfulness of her baby.—lucien wolf.
Three superb glass jars—red, green, and blue—of the sort that led
Rosamund to parting with her shoes—blazed in the broad plate-glass
windows.—kipling.
l6. INCORRECT ALLUSION
Every one who detects a writer pretending to more know-
ledge than he has jumps to the conclusion that the detected

